Bronx Underground showcases boro’s emerging talent

(l-r) Indiepunk band Statik Vision’s Alex, Gabriel, Raymond and Jason rocked the crowd.

By Robert Wirsing

Bronxites had a rocking time when The Underground FLC and The Fox and the King, Inc. presented Rock the Bronx Emerging Music Platform on Thursday, February 21 at the Bronx Music Heritage Center. Hosted by legendary Living Colour drummer Will Calhoun, the borough’s open mic night showcased the incredible talents of many local bands and up-and-coming artists from all genres including The Drew Torres Trio, Durieux, La Roka, Statik Vision, Pre-K Dropout, A-D, Sight and Division X.
Pre-K Dropout’s Abner performed an intimate acoustic set for the audience.

BMHC co-artistic director and celebrated percussionist Bobby Sanabria (l) and renowned Living Colour drummer Will Calhoun welcomed everyone to the show.
La Roka had everyone grooving to the rhythm and beat.
Sight performed for the evening’s audience.
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(front, l-r) BMHC’s Bobby Sanabria and Elena Martinez celebrated musical creativity with Will Calhoun and the evening’s extensive lineup of local entertainers.
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